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Abstract—Humanoid robots such as DLR’s Justin are built
with light-weight structures and flexible mechanical components. These generate positioning errors at the TCP (ToolCenter-Point) end-pose of the hand. The identification of these
errors is essential for object manipulation and path planning.
We proposed a verification routine to identify the bounds
of the TCP end-pose errors by using the on-board stereo
vision system. It involves estimating the pose of 3D point
clouds of Justin’s hand by using state-of-the-art 3D registration
techniques. Partial models of the hand were generated by registering subsets of overlapping 3D point clouds. We proposed
a method for the selection of overlapping point clouds of selfoccluding objects (Justin’s hand). It is based on a statistical
analysis of the depth values. We applied an extended metaview
registration method to the resulting subset of point clouds.
The partial models were evaluated with detailed based surface
consistency measures. The TCP end-pose errors estimated by
using our method are consistent with ground-truth errors.

I. I NTRODUCTION
DLR’s complex humanoid robot Justin is composed of
two Light Weight Robot (LWR) arms [1]. The light-weight
structures and mechanical flexibilities in the joints and links
of these arms enable human-like mobility and compliant
interaction. These mechanical flexibilities as well as bending
effects in the light-weight structures produce rotational and
translational errors at the TCP end-pose of the kinematic
chains. Thus, the positioning accuracy of Justin’s upper body
kinematics can be verified by the identification of these TCP
end-pose errors.
We propose a procedure for the identification of the
bounds of Justin’s TCP end-pose errors based on 3D registration techniques, using the on-board stereo vision system.
These errors are identified by estimating the TCP end-pose
applying a pair-wise registration between a 3D point cloud
of the hand at a random pose to a pre-generated model with
a fixed TCP origin.
A pair-wise registration aims at finding a rigid transformation between a pair of data views. In a typical scenario, it
is implemented as a two step procedure, a coarse registration
and a fine registration [10]. The coarse registration generates
an initial guess of the motion between the two point clouds.
This initial guess is obtained by matching correspondences.
These correspondences are computed with different types
of features (Point Signatures based on surface/color, Spin
Images, Surface Models and Principal Curvatures) [10].

In this work four types of correspondence algorithms
are evaluated: (i) David Lowe’s Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) [13], based on the color information, (ii)
Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) Descriptors[11], based
on surface relations between a points neighborhood, (iii) the
Signature of Histograms of Orientations (SHOT)[17] , also
based on surface relations and (iv) a descriptor combining
color and surface description introduced by Tomardi et
al(CSHOT)[18]. These descriptors are used to find correspondences between point clouds and compute a coarse
registration. A fine registration is used to converge to a
more accurate solution. The Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
algorithm [14][15] is used for fine-tuning rough alignments
[11][10]. These methods have been implemented using the
Open Source Point Cloud Library (PCL)[2].
The estimation of Justin’s hand TCP end-pose relies on a
model of the hand. 3D CAD models were generated when
designing the hand. However, these do not accurately reflect
the data observed by the actual sensing device. We generate a
3D model of the hand by registering multiple point clouds of
different views. An offline multiple view registration method
has been introduced by Pulli [7]. The method uses pairwise registrations to obtain a global registration. Chen and
Medioni [16] proposed a metaview approach to register and
merge views incrementally. A simple pair-wise incremental
registration would suffice to obtain a full model if the views
contain no alignment errors. This becomes a challenging task
while dealing with noisy datasets. The existing approaches
use an additional offline optimization step to compensate the
alignment errors for the set of rigid transformations [9].
Blind areas and/or occlusions are present in sequential
views, when dealing with a self-occluding object, such
as Justin’s hand. Using the full dataset will generate an
erroneous model. The solution to this problem is to generate
partial models of the object. Huber and Hebert proposed
a graph-based method to tackle this problem [6]. It relies
on constructing a graph from all possible combinations of
pair-wise registrations and discards faulty matches to create
partial models. We propose a method that discards faulty
matches before computing pair-wise registrations. It is based
on an approach used to select window candidate pixels in
depth images of building facades, introduced by Ali et al
[19]. They use a statistical analysis on the distribution of

the local depth variations, by applying an adaptive threshold
value. We adapt this approach to select the overlapping
views of a self-occluding object. An adaptive threshold
value is applied to the min/max depth values to find the
potential subset of overlapping views. This subset of views
is registered with an extended metaview approach.
The generated models require a fixed origin w.r.t. the camera for pose estimation. We obtain several estimates from our
extended metaview registration approach. These estimates
are averaged to compute an absolute origin. The averaging
of translational components is computed as a simple mean.
However, the averaging of rotational components is not as
straight forward. Sharf et al [20] review the existing formulations of rotation averaging and classify them based on
their metric, either Riemannian or Euclidean solutions. We
use a Euclidean solution, since it is considerably faster than
the Riemannian. An implicit loop calibration configuration
is defined [8] to measure the 3D coordinates of the origin
of the hand w.r.t. the stereo vision system.
This work presents two key contributions:- (i) a model
generation method for self-occluding objects that avoids the
pre-computation of point cloud overlap and (ii) a functional
verification procedure for Justin’s upper body kinematic
chains using 3D registration.
This paper is organized in five sections. The data acquisition and pre-processing of 3D point clouds is discussed
in the Sec.II. Sec.III provides a comparison of local registration methods. The proposed model generation method is
described in Sec.IV. It also provides a detailed evaluation
of our method based on a synthetic model. Sec.V describes
the pose estimation of Justin’s hand using 3D registration.
Finally, Sec.VI is the detailed description and evaluation of
the verification routine used to estimate the bounds of the
TCP end-pose errors.
II. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
Justin is equipped with a head mounted pair of calibrated
cameras. This stereo system has a horizontal field of view
(FOV) of 32 ◦ and vertical FOV of 20 ◦ . The left and right
images (780x580) (Fig.1) are obtained via the SensorNet
Library [4], which provides a small and fast mechanism for
distributing real time streaming data. We process these stereo
images with a Semi-Global Matching (SGM) algorithm [5].

Figure 1: Left and Right Stereo Images of Justin’s right hand
The SGM algorithm calculates a disparity map from the
dense stereo images using a Census pixel-matching method
based on a Non-parametric cost [12]. The output is a 2.5D
image, containing color (RGB) and depth information per

Table I: Stereo Depth Resolution
Depth (Z) [m]
Resolution (∆z ) [cm]

0.1
0.013

0.3
0.12

0.5
0.33

0.6
0.49

1
1.35

Table II: Point Cloud Down-sampling
Leaf Size (mm)
Points

0
93,914

1
51,140

1.5
28,150

2
17,780

2.5
12,250

pixel. In Table I the depth resolutions (∆z ) corresponding to
different depth values (Z) are shown.
The calibration parameters from the Stereo Vision System
are used to project each pixel of this 2.5D image into 3D
world coordinates of a 3D point cloud. The region of interest
in the point clouds are Justin’s hands. Justin’s arms have a
workspace reach of approx. 1m. A pass-through filter [3]
is applied at 1m. to cut-off any 3D points related to the
background. A Statistical Outlier Removal filter [3] is used
to remove small isolated point blobs generated by the Stereo
Processing Algorithm. Since the acquired point clouds are
dense, they are down-sampled with a Voxel Grid filter [3] to
reduce computation time. In Table II, we show the impact
of using different Voxel Leaf Sizes on our dataset.
III. PAIR - WISE REGISTRATION OF OVERLAPPING POINT
CLOUDS

In this section we evaluate several local feature-based
correspondence methods, based on texture, surface and combined texture-surface descriptors.
A. Texture-based Initial Alignment
We use SIFT (Scale-Invariant Image Transforms) keypoints [13] to find interest points from two point clouds and
obtain the rigid motion between them. The SIFT keypoints
are highly descriptive points in an image that are obtained
by comparing a pixel to its neighbors. The original SIFT
algorithm was developed for the 2D image space. The
algorithm we use is an adaptation to 3D point clouds which
is available in PCL [2].The rigid transformation between the
SIFT keypoints of two point clouds is computed by applying
the ICP algorithm with Singular Value Decomposition.
B. Surface-based Initial Alignment
In 3D point clouds the description of the surrounding
surface of a point is obtained by computing relations between it’s neighboring points. The descriptors evaluated in
this work use the estimated surface normals ni = (nx , ny , nz )
to compute these relations. For the following feature descriptors a sample-based method for initial alignment is used to
compute the rigid transformation between correspondences.
It is the Sample Consensus Initial Alignment (SAC-IA)
method proposed by Rusu et al[3][11]. It allows two datasets
to fall into the same convergence basin of a local non-linear
optimizer, without trying all correspondence combinations.
1) Fast Point Feature Histograms (FPFH): FPFH Descriptors [11] are pose-invariant local features that represent
the underlying surface of a point within a user-defined search
radius. The relation between each point in this underlying

Figure 2: Descriptor Evaluation with increasing random Gaussian noise: (left) FPFH (center) SHOT (right) CSHOT
surface is a triplet of angles < α, φ , θ > between the normals
and the Euclidean distance d between the points. The angles
are computed by defining a fixed Darboux coordinate frame
at the query point. For our data set, the suitable value
for search radius is 2cm to have the best correspondence
matching with down-sampled data at 1-2mm leaf size.
2) Signature of Histograms of Orientations (SHOT):
SHOT Descriptors [17] rely on the definition of a local
reference frame based on Eigen Value Decomposition of
the scatter matrix of the underlying surface. A 3D grid is
superimposed on the local reference frame of a query point.
Local histograms containing geometric information of the
3D volumes generated by the grid are computed and grouped
together to form the signature descriptor. The geometric
relation used to compute the local histograms is cos(θi ),
where θi is the angle between the surface normal vectors
of a query point and a neighboring point. For our data set,
the suitable value for search radius is 3cm to have the best
correspondence matching with down-sampled data at 1-2mm
leaf size.
C. Combined (Surface-Texture) Initial Alignment
CSHOT (Color SHOT) Descriptors [18] add texture representation of the underlying surface of a point to the original
SHOT Descriptors. The textured-based description of the
underlying surface uses the same formulation as SHOT.
The texture relation between each point is the L1 norm l(.)
applied to the color triplets in CIELab space. For our data
set, the suitable value for search radius is 3cm to have the
best correspondence matching with down-sampled data at
1-2mm leaf size.

4) Features are extracted from the original and modified
point clouds.
5) Search for correspondences in feature space using a
nearest neighbor approach based on a kd-tree.
The matching percentage is determined as the number
of correct matches from the total number of points of the
point cloud. It is plotted vs. the correspondence threshold for
each feature type, which is the Euclidean distance between
correspondences. FPFH, SHOT and CSHOT descriptors
were evaluated by applying a Gaussian noise with increasing
standard deviation of 5%-20% of the search radius (Fig.2).
The precision of these methods is not dramatically affected
by the Gaussian noise. However, SHOT appears to be more
robust to noise than FPFH with this synthetic data.
We have also created an adaptation for evaluating the performance of point-to-point correspondence matching. This
was applied to test the performance of the SIFT Keypoints. A
random Gaussian noise with an increasing standard deviation
of 1-4mm was applied (Fig.3). The SIFT Keypoints show
a stable behavior, reaching 60% matching rate under high
noise. However, the precision (which is represented as the
correspondence threshold) is highly affected.

D. Local Feature Descriptor Comparison
We evaluate the performance of each local descriptor type
with the Feature Evaluation Framework available in PCL
[2]. We extended this framework to add artificial noise. The
procedure involves the following steps:
1) Generate a random point cloud of the hand.
2) Duplicate this point cloud and apply a synthetic rigid
transformation.
3) Apply a random gaussian noise of zero-mean to the
new modified cloud.

Figure 3: SIFT Evaluation with increasing random Gaussian noise
E. Fine-Tuning Method
The coarse rigid transformations obtained by any of the
previous methods need to be fine-tuned. We use the standard
ICP, which minimizes the point-to-point error between 3D
correspondences.

IV. M ODEL G ENERATION
Two datasets for the model creation were generated. The
first is a recording of an upright frontal configuration of
Justin’s right arm, the hand was rotated around the z-axis of
the Tool-Center-Point (TCP) in 10 ◦ increments from −30 ◦
to 150 ◦ . The second is a recording of a sideways frontal
configuration of the right arm, the hand was rotated around
the z-axis of the TCP 10 ◦ increments from −360 ◦ to 0 ◦ .
We implemented a pair-wise registration over all the views
from both datasets with our local descriptor based methods.
This resulted in a faulty registration (Fig. 4).

Figure 6: Max depth values of upright (top) and side (bottom)
configurations

Figure 4: Faulty pair-wise aligned datasets: upright configuration
(right) and sideways configuration (left)

We tried to compensate these registration errors by applying a global registration step, carried out with the external
interactive tool Scanalyze [7]. We can see in Fig.5, that not
even a supervised global registration tool can find a set of
rigid transformations that aligns all of the views from both of
our datasets. Views need to be rejected to create a functional
model.

Figure 7: Min depth values of upright (top) and side (bottom)
configurations

Figure 5: Faulty global registrations (notice the finger areas):
upright configuration (right) and sideways configuration (left)

A. Extended Metaview Registration Method
We propose a method to select subsets of views, without pre-computing the overlapping regions. Following the
approach introduced by Ali et al [19] we analyze the
distribution of maximum depth values in a sequential order
for all the views in a dataset (Fig.6).
Occlusions are identified by a significant variation of
depth values in sequential views. We identify a clear occlusion between views 12 and 16 for the upright configuration
dataset. The sideways configuration dataset has occlusions
within a range of 0 to 22. The point clouds of non-occluded
views represent the inner model of the hand. We analyze
the minimum depth values to obtain the views for the outer
model of the hands (Fig.7). The upright configuration dataset
has only a 180 ◦ view of the hand, therefore it has no stable
region. In the sideways configuration occlusions exist in

depth values between view 25 and 35. These non-occluded
views represent the outer model of the hand.
Based on the previous analysis, we identified that for selfoccluding objects global maxima, minima and peak behavior
on the max/min depth values are signs of occlusion. We developed a global thresholding process, that rejects the views
that lie in these unstable areas. The global thresholding
process involves the following steps:
1) Extract global minima and maxima from the min/max
depth values, views neighboring the global max/min
are discarded.
2) To compute an upper cut-off threshold, the mean or
interquartile (IQR) of the mean are used to discard the
views with higher depth values.
3) We extract the local maxima and the views between
first and last are the final subset.
In this process we have discarded all the views that can
possibly lead to a faulty registration. The view with the
local minimum depth value is the best view. The best view

is used as reference for the extended metaview registration
method. To choose which view to register next, we compute
a distance metric between the query view and the closest
neighboring views. This next view metric (nvm) is computed
by calculating the difference between the depth values and
the sequential view index. The view that has the lowest nvm
value to the query view is the next-best-view. This view is
registered and merged to the reference view. This procedure
is repeated until all of the views are registered.
�
nvm(x, y) = (xd − yd )2 + (xi − yi )2
(1)

In Eq.(1) x is the query view and y is the next view candidate. Subscript d represents the depth value and i the view
index value. We applied this algorithm to the overlapping
views of the inner model of the upright configuration and
the outer model of the sideways datasets. (Fig. 8). The
upright configuration dataset recording with limited 180 ◦
rotation has no large variation of the depth values. We found
the mean as an optimal upper cut-off threshold for this
dataset. The sideways configuration has higher variations
of the depth values because of the 360 ◦ rotation, therefore
more occlusions are present. To deal with these occlusions
the upper IQR of the mean was found to be as an optimal
threshold.
B. 6DOF origin estimation
Each rigid transformation generated from the extended
metaview method, yields an estimate of the absolute origin
of the model. To compute the absolute origin for the model,
we average these estimates. The translational component t
of the origin is computed as the mean of t of all estimates.
The rotation average is the least-squares solution to a metricbased optimization problem. We use a Euclidean metric
surveyed by Sharf et al [20]: dF = ||R1 − R2 ||F . This metric
is bi-invariant based on the Frobenius norm, which describes
the difference between two rotation matrices. The average
of N rotation matrices is the solution of the minimization
problem based on this norm.
N

R¯F = min ∑
i

||Ri − R||2F

(2)

This minimization problem has an exact solution. It is the
orthogonal projection of the arithmetic mean Rarith in the
Rotation Group SO(3).
1 N
Rarith = ∑ Ri
(3)
N i

Figure 8: Global Thresholding Process applied to Best views for:
(top) upright inner model (bottom) sideways outer model

Figure 9: (left) Origin Estimates (TCP1 , .., TCPn ) (right) Averaged
Origin (TCPO )

C. Model Evaluation
We created synthetic models (Fig.10) to evaluate the
registered models obtained with each pair-wise registration
method. These synthetic models are generated from the
known relative rigid transformations between the forward
kinematics of each registered view.

As demonstrated in [20] this orthogonal projection can
be calculated as the UV matrices of the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of Rarith .
¯ D = UV
RSV

(4)

In Fig.9 the estimated origins (TCP1 , .., TCPn ) and the averaged origin (TCPO ) of the inner model are shown.

Figure 10: Synthetic model: (left) Inner and (right) Outer

Table III: Inner model rigid transformations
Dev. Metrics
Max (( ◦ )
Mean (( ◦ )

SIFT
2.190
0.879

Dev. Metrics
Max ( ◦ )
Mean ( ◦ )

SIFT
8.314
3.062

FPFH
2.264
0.887

SHOT
2.215
0.88

Table V: Inner model rigid transformations
Error Metric
3D RMS (mm)
z-buffer MSE (mm)
Out of Bounds (%)
Origin Error (mm)
Comp. Time (s)

CSHOT
2.254
0.885

Table IV: Outer model rigid transformations
FPFH
8.304
3.057

SHOT
8.317
3.06

CSHOT
8.308
3.058

SIFT
0.00106
0.05373
1.129
0.861
1918

FPFH
0.00106
0.04969
1.129
0.864
76422

SHOT
0.00106
0.03907
1.129
0.862
191173

CSHOT
0.00106
0.04932
1.129
0.865
180875

Table VI: Outer model rigid transformations

In Table III and IV we show deviations between the
rigid transformations of registered and synthetic models in
an Angle-Axis representation. The mean deviations within
the four methods are almost negligible (around 0.01 ◦ ).
The inner models show a small max. deviation of approx.
2.2 ◦ , however the outer model has large max. deviation of
8.3 ◦ . With metrics, we can anticipate that the registered
outer models will have poor evaluation metrics compared
to the inner models. We further evaluate the partial models
by applying surface consistency measures. These measures
represent how the overlapping data of two surfaces can
represent the same physical object [6]. These consist of
projecting rays from the center of the camera to each point
of the 3D model [6]. It is implemented by generating zbuffers or range images of a 3D model. We projected our
synthetic and registered models into z-buffers (Fig.11) with
an angular resolution of 0.15 ◦ /pixel.

Error Metric
3D RMS (mm)
z-buffer MSE (mm)
Out of Bounds (%)
Origin Error (mm)
Comp. Time (s)

SIFT
0.00276
0.6056
11.511
3.366
1154

FPFH
0.00275
0.5276
8.748
3.323
41419

SHOT
0.00275
0.6423
10.130
3.435
188177

CSHOT
0.00279
0.5046
8.288
3.357
127767

Overall, the four evaluated methods show similar behavior. The SHOT-based methods show the best z-buffer MSE
and Out of Bounds %. However, the SIFT- and FPFHbased methods show the best Origin Error. The SIFT-based
method is the most efficient w.r.t. computation time. This
is due to the n-dimensional search space during correspondence matching (SIFT-3d, FPFH-33d, SHOT- 358d, CSHOT1344d). The datasets behave differently. The outer models
shows poor error metrics compared to the inner models,
therefore only the inner model is used for pose estimation.
These poor metrics are due to the outer surface of the fingers.
Their surface consists of transparent material and shows
specular highlights, which show difficulties for any stereo
processing.
V. P OSE E STIMATION
The basic principle of estimating Justin’s TCP end-pose
by using 3D registration is to register a point cloud of the
hand in a random pose TCP to the model of the hand with
known pose TCPO (Fig.12).

Figure 11: z-buffers: (left) synthetic and (right) registered models
Two surface consistency measures are computed:
• Out of bounds percentage:
out = ∑ f (yi, j)/Ny

•

(5)

f is a binary function that is 1/0 if the pixel is
inside/outside the bounds of the synthetic model. Ny
is the total number of pixels of the registered model.
Mean Square Error from z-buffers:
MSE = ∑(xi, j − yi, j )2 /Ny

(6)

Figure 12: (top-left) model (top-right) random pose (bottom) H

x and y are the depth values of single pixels from the
synthetic and registered model’s z-buffer respectively.
We also use an Origin Error to evaluate the models. It is
the Euclidean distance between the origin of the synthetic
model and the estimated origin of the registered model. We
have tested our methods in an Intel(R) Pentium(R) D CPU
2.80GHz with 2GB RAM. The error metrics shown in Table
V and VI are applied to partial models generated from 11
(inner) and 10 (outer) point clouds. Each individual point
cloud contains approx. 50k points.

The pose of TCP is computed in the sensor coordinate
system as follows:

is the rigid motion of TCP → TCPO

TCP = TCPO (H)−1 = Tstcp

(7)

The implicit loop closure (Fig.13) of Justin’s upper body
kinematics enables us to relate our estimated pose TCPreg
to the measured pose from forward kinematics TCPf k .
TCPreg = Twh Ths Tstcp

(8)

TCPf k = Twh Tha Tatcp

(9)

Table VII: Estimated TCP end-pose errors
Errors
max ||et || (cm)
||et || (cm)
std ||et || (cm)
max eθ (◦ )
eθ (◦ )
std eθ (◦ )
f it (µm)
rejected

ART
0.86
0.62
0.1
1.48
0.94
0.29
-

fk-ICP
0.85
0.65
0.13
2.3
0.85
0.56
2.63
9

SIFT
0.85
0.65
0.13
2.07
0.83
0.54
2.63
9

FPFH
0.85
0.65
0.12
2.3
0.84
0.56
2.63
9

SHOT
0.85
0.69
0.1
2.06
0.88
0.56
2.63
9

CSHOT
0.84
0.68
0.11
2.06
0.8
0.52
2.63
9

Table VIII: Overall Performance of Pose Estimation by using 3D
Registration

Figure 13: Implicit Loop Closure using the Stereo Vision System
We use Justin’s head as the reference coordinate system
for the loop closure. Justin’s base is the world coordinate
system. Twh is the transformation of the world coordinate
system to the head joint, computed by simple forward
kinematics. Ths is the transformation of the head joint to the
sensor origin, generated by the stereo calibration process.
Tha is the transformation of the head to the arm base,
computed by a simple forward kinematic model. Tatcp is
the transformation from arm base to TCP, computed by a
forward kinematic model considering the measured torques
and gear stiffness. Tstcp depends on H (Eq.7), which is
obtained by a pair-wise registration. H is the fine-tuned rigid
motion from an initial guess Hi (Sec.III). An initial guess
H f k was also computed by using forward kinematics. To
improve the quality of the initial guess Hi we use H f k as
a pre-guess to the registration procedure. We also try using
only H f k as a direct initial guess. Therefore, we compare
five methods for estimating H.
A. Method Limitations
Our pose estimation method has limitations concerning
the arm kinematics (physical) and stereo vision system. The
physical limitations concern Justins reach d=0.6m and the
closest configuration to the head without colliding a=0.2m.
The complete hand has to be in the FOV of the Stereo
Vision System for pose estimation. The minimum depth that
complies with this limitation is b=0.3m. The depth resolution increments as the hand is further away. We identified
our maximum depth value as c=0.55m. Considering these
limitations, we created a Verification Volume (Fig.14).

Figure 14: Verification Volume (a/d:min/max physical limits,
b/c:min/max limits of the 3D registration method)

Method
Comp.Time (s)
Succes Rate (%)

fk-ICP
64
62.42

SIFT
170
62.42

FPFH
329
61.74

SHOT
731
58.39

CSHOT
512
57.72

B. Error Identification
Ideally TCPreg := TCPf k (Eq.8, Eq.9), however, this is
not the case. We represent this error with a tuple e =<
et , eθ > extracted from the ∆T = (TCPreg )−1 TCPf k . Where
et = ∆T (t) and eθ = angleAxis(∆T (R)).
C. Experimental Results
To evaluate our identified errors we compare them to
an error ground-truth. We generated this ground truth by
estimating the TCP end-pose errors with the ART (Advanced
Realtime Tracking) IR tracking system, as described in
previous work [21]. N-random poses within the Verification
Volume are generated. Point clouds of these poses are created
and registered to the model. An error tuple (e =< et , eθ >)
and a fitness score ( f it) are computed for each registration.
To ensure the quality of our estimated errors, we apply
a RANSAC outlier rejection algorithm on the f it of the
complete set of poses. In Table VII we show the estimated
errors of one test with 28 random poses. Overall the ||et ||
estimated by all methods are consistent to the ground-truth
(ART). However, the estimated eθ varies and exhibits a small
deviation from the ground-truth (0.5-0.8◦ ). The SHOT-based
methods show the least deviation. To further evaluate our
methods we calculated a success rate which is formulated
as follows:
Nt − Rt
SuccessRate(%) =
× 100
(10)
Nt
Where Nt is the total number of poses and Rt is the total
number of rejected poses from faulty registrations. The
success rates and average comp. times of all methods are
shown in Table VIII. These metrics were computed from
5 tests with different environmental conditions. 150 poses
were estimated with downsampled point clouds with a 2mm
voxel leaf size (model-65k points, random-20k points). The
success rates from all methods are within the same range
(around 60%). If fast computation time is crucial then the
fk-ICP method is the best suited, with the draw-back that
the eθ may be inconsistent with the ground truth. If the
accuracy of eθ is of higher importance than comp. time, the
SHOT-based methods should be used.

VI. A PPLICATION : B OUND -I DENTIFICATION OF
J USTIN ’ S TCP ERRORS
The aim of this work was to create a verification routine
to identify the bounds (eb ) of the TCP end-pose errors. It
was designed to be conducted before any robot interaction.
Therefore, eb can be used to pre-adjust the obstacle clearance
in path planning techniques. As an offline step for this
routine, a model of the hand has to be generated (Sec.
IV). New models are necessary only if the calibration of
the stereo system has been modified. The routine (Fig.15)
consists of the following steps:
1) N-random TCP poses are created within the Verification Volume.
2) For every pose n ∈ N an individual Error Identification
Pipeline is executed, where the output is an error tuple
ek =< et , eθ > and a fitness score fk (Sec. V-B).
3) Once the set of error tuples E = (e1 , · · · , eN ) and fitness scores F = ( f1 , · · · , fN ) are estimated, a RANSAC
outlier rejection algorithm is applied to the fit. scores
F ∗ = RANSAC(F). A subset of error tuples E ∗ corresponding to F ∗ is created.
4) The maximum bounds eb of the TCP end-pose errors
are calculated as:
eb =< max(||et || ∈ E ∗ ), max(eθ ∈ E ∗ ) >
(11)

Figure 15: Verification Routine
The total computation time of the Verification Loop depends on three factors:- (i) the number of random poses (N),
(ii) the cores available to compute individual Error Identification Pipelines and (iii) the chosen registration method.
For 30 random poses using fk-ICP with one available core
the total comp. time is around 45 min. However, if 10 cores
are available it is approx. 4.5 min.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented a functional verification routine using 3D
registration to compute the bounds of Justin’s TCP end-pose
errors. This involved extensively evaluating 3D registrations
methods and proposing a method for generating partial
models of self-occluding objects. We plan on using the

identified bounds as an error compensation reference for
path-planning algorithms. Furthermore, a detailed analysis
of the identified errors could be performed to generate a
hypothesis of which joint/joints are consistently affecting
the TCP end-pose.
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